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Each objective will be assessed according to the attributes listed below it.
All attributes are applicable and will be combined to determine an item’s net
modifier value. Each objective must meet the given minimum modifier value. The
following bonus attributes may be applied to any of your team’s objectives,
and each may only be used once in total:

[+INTEGER MAX] Perform the song in a satisfactory manner
[+10] Perform an act with either a “skeleton costume” or a
“silver wig” or [+20] both
[+META META PUZZLE VOUCHER] If you get the real Phoebe Bridgers
to come to campus

When you believe you have all of the objectives required, submit the word
“JUDGE” as the solution to this puzzle. If the objectives pass inspection, you
will be given the answer to this puzzle. You must complete 4 of the 7 items.
Faithful recreations of certain events will be rewarded per Judge’s discretion
(if you’re stuck, perhaps look up the title in question). Have fun and be
fools, puzzlers!

Kyoto (65)

+10 Take a trip to Kyoto

+INT MAX You are in Kyoto, Japan

+5 for taking 2 or more different methods of transportation to get there

+15 Do a presentation on Kyoto, Japan

-15 If it’s a powerpoint/powerpoint derivative

+5 Per song lyric you incorporate into the presentation

+10 If it is done in a foreign language of your choice

+5 If it’s in japanese

+10 Fight Godzilla

+10 If it’s Orion

.. or +5 if you can certify that you don’t know who Orion is

-5 If we find Orion in our mutual friends on Facebook

+5 If you completely destroy it

+5 With laser eyes

+5 If it blows up



Dylan Thomas (70)

+20 Perform a Dylan Thomas poem

+10 Recite it (preferably by putting on a blindfold)

-INTEGER MAX If we catch you cheating

+5 If another member on your team does it with you (they are bound by

the same rules should you choose to recite it, but you will not receive a second +10

points for having an extra person recite)

+10 If their name is Conor

-5 If it’s “Do Not Go Gently into that Good Night”

+10 Play a musical instrument

+10 If another person is holding the instrument for you

+5 If you are holy

+10 Conduct a seance

+15 You have candles around you

-15 They are actually lit candles

+5 If the ghost of Dylan Thomas is able to communicate with you

+10 Play 4 Dimensional Chess with HQ member (you make the board)

-10 If we win



Punisher (60)

+20 Have a “stalker” periodically appear somewhere during the act

-10 if your stalker is on your team

+15 Tell us the story of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

+5 If you use the Brothers Grimm version of it

+10 Make a dramatic play

+10 Put your own Puzzle-Hunt themed twist on it

+20 has a meta mechanic

+30 be a punisher (an annoying superfan) for a musician

+10 if it’s Elliot Smith or Phoebe Bridgers

+20 you don’t know when to stop (talk about the musician for over five minutes)

+10 Explain why your favorite thing is either Dianetics or Stucco

+20 If you email David Miscavige to profess your love for Scientology



Me and my Dog (60)

+20 Be accompanied by a dog

+10 If you can convince us why they are the best boy/girl

+20 if it’s a black pug named Maxine

+10 on a spaceship!!!

+10 That can successfully fly :O

-30 If it’s not a dog

+40 If you can convince us that it is a dog

+15 Text someone not on your team a message

+5 If it’s your parents

+5 If that message is very very wholesome

+10 If it’s a lyric from a boygenius song

-10 If they respond within 20 seconds of receiving the text

-30 The other person knows this is for a judge puzzle routine

+5 Write your own Phoebe tweet

+10 if it is a sonnet

+5 ..that contains the words “egg chain cusp”

+5 ...that contains an @phoebe_bridgers



Motion Sickness (90)

+20 Go on a “scooter ride”

-15 If you don’t have a helmet because safety matters

+20 Look very very dapper

+10 You are simultaneously singing

+10 It’s a Phoebe Bridgers song

..or +20 if It isn’t a Phoebe song, but rather an OC that arguably

could be a Phoebe Bridgers song

+50 Recreate the Motion Sickness Prehunt puzzle with your own answer

-25 If the HQ member can solve it in under 5 minutes

+5 If the answer is Phoebe Bridgers related

+50 Record yourself giving an ASMR massage to someone else

-45 the massage lasts for less than five minutes

https://7c86cead-bd56-4c35-b81f-d5c4799dab1d.filesusr.com/ugd/2e3858_0ecac38f85684f9da7eadadb929666b5.pdf


Smoke Signals (50)

+20 Create a secret language that can convey an HQ message from you to another team

member

+10 If it uses non-verbal signals

+5 If you can explain the mechanics of this language in a presentation

-10 If it involves a keyboard

-5 If we can understand what you’re saying

+10 Act like a pelican

+5 Explain how the actions you do are pelican-related

+5 Give your best pelican call

+5 You attract someone not on your team to check why you’re making

pelican noises

-5 They tell you to be quiet

+15 Recreate a scene from TV

+5 If that scene is from before 2000

+10 If you add black and white filter to it

-5 If that scene is from within the last two years

+5 If you can do the voice impressions

-INTEGER MAX If it’s The Office



I Know The End (80)

+50 give your best Phoebe Scream

+5 if you start laughing at the end of it

+5 if your scream lasts for over 30 seconds

+5 if you do it while making out with an elderly version of yourself

-INTEGER MAX you get yelled at by a faculty member (or get us yelled at by a

faculty

+15 smash a “guitar”

+10 if you actually break it

-10 if the judge calls you pathetic

+20 if you call them some choice words back

+10 if you use the exact words Phoebe called David Crosby

+10 take an apocalyptic drive

-10 if you get a pair of cracked lips

+5 for each of the following things you

see along the way

- a slaughterhouse

- an outlet mall

- slot machines

- fear of God

- big bolt of lightning

- government drone

- alien spaceship

- haunted house with a picket fence

- billboard that says “the end is near”

+10 if you’re listening to some

America first rap country song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYdVNnUDvkE&feature=youtu.be

